Introduction
To understand the optics of a storage ring it is sometimes desirable to measure the lattice functions and to compare them with calculations. This can be particularly important for machines with a complicated optics containing low-beta insertions with elaborate chromatic corrections and for low-emittance lattices. In a very large machine like LEP access to the lattice elements is difficult and such measurements might be essential to locate sources of possible errors in the optical properties. With this goal in mind, a series of tests have been carried out in the ISR mainly to study the accuracy, technical problems and limitations of lattice measurements.
Betatron oscillations
We consider a storage ring with an equilibrium orbit of average radius R = circumference/2T, revolution time To = 2Tr/wo and betatron tune Q. (2) will appear in the monitor signal. For the case of a single bunch we set M=1 and n=O in (1) or (2).
For a continuous unbunched beam of total current
Io the signal U(t,0) observed with a monitor is
with up = uo(n+Q fig. 3 together with the measurements for the quadrant of the ISR which contains the two low beta sections.
Since several focusing elements are contained between adjacent monitors the measurement by itself,cannot determine the lattice function everywhere but only check it at certain locations.
The method can also be used to measure the derivative of the lattice functions with respect to Ap. These functions -(rt/-(--and represent the local chromatic effects and are important for chromaticity corrections.12,13 They were measured by observing the dependence of the amplitude ratio (6) and the relative phase (8) 
